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Garmin gpsmap 64st vs 64s

Garmin’s range of GPSMAP 64 GPS units are excellent for trekkers and hikers, but with so many different models of this GPS on offer, what’s the best one for your needs? So in this article, we’ll be helping you decide which model fits you best in the ultimate throwdown of Garmin 64s vs 64st vs 64sc! Overview of the Garmin 64 Range The most basic
in the range, but will get the job done. Can be upgraded with Bluetooth ANT and TOPO maps The version features double the amount of memory and preloaded TOPO maps. Unless you really need a camera on your GPS, this is the one we would pick in this range The sc features the TOPO map of the st but not the larger memory, which is slightly
strange as it adds an 8mp camera! We’ll compare the 64s, 64st, and64sc in detail and give you all the details on the differences between the three. We’ll also look at features that these devices have in common. Spoiler alert: they’ve got more in common than not! But which Garmin GPSMAP is the right pick for your needs? Read on to find out Garmin
64s vs 64st vs 64st: Similarities between the models Before we talk about the biggest differences between the 64s, 64st, and 64sc, let’s dive into the common features that all the units in the 64 range share. Screen All the units in the 64 range have 2.6-inch screens with full-color display. They’re all covered with transflective materials to cut down on
glare, making map reading easy across all three devices. All three are waterproof and none of them have touch screens. Ease of use The 64s, 64st, and 64sc all offer great crystal clear imaging as far as maps are concerned. Each device offers roughly 16 hours of battery life, which is acceptable if you always carry spare batteries on you. These devices
are all lightweight and compact and comfortably fit into gear bags. GPSMAPS 64 range: Biggest differentiators We’ve mentioned how the 64s, 64st, and 64sc are pretty much the same products when you consider ease of use, screen, battery life, and basic functionality. But here’s what really sets them apart: Software All models in the 64 GPSMAPS
range come preloaded with BaseCamp software and geocaching software. The 64st is the only one that comes with 8GB of internal memory while the 64s and 64sc only come with 4GB of memory. The 64st also comes with preloaded topographical maps of the United States, but it won’t mean much if you plan on using it outside of the US though.
Features The biggest difference between the 64s, 64st, and 64sc is that the GPSMAPS 64sc comes with an 8MP camera with a flash. If geotagging is essential for your hikes, this is the best model from the 64 range for your needs. The camera can also be used as a flashlight, which is something you can’t do with the other 64 range units. Garmin
GPSMAP 64S review Although the 62s doesn’t come with bells and whistles, it’s perfect for most hiking needs. Hardy and functional, the Garmin 64s offer great coverage and readability in all types of light conditions thanks to a 2.6-inch color display. It also comes with 4GB of internal memory and high sensitivity tracking with GLONASS and GPS
functionality. Supported by GLONASS and GPS 4GB internal memory BirdsEye Satellite Imagery software Relatively short battery life Doesn’t support wireless connectivity Doesn’t feature a touch screen Garmin GPSMAP 64st review The GPSMAPS 64st is basically a copy of the 64s but it boasts more memory and preloaded maps. The 64st brings you
everything you’d expect to find in the 64s but comes with 8GB of internal memory and preloaded TOPO maps As with all of the 64 range they can be run on standard AA batteries, which means you can usually find a way to get more juice if you need it, even if it is just a bag of batteries! 8GB internal memory GLONASS and GPS supported Preloaded
with US TOPO maps Aside from 4GB and TOPO maps, it doesn’t offer much more than the 64s 16-hour battery life isn’t sufficient for a multi-day hike The 2.6-inch display isn’t a touch screen Garmin GPSMAP 64sc review The 64sc is basically the 64s with an added 8MP camera with a flash. It also includes a 3-axis tilt-compensated electronic compass
with an accelerometer and barometric altimeter like both other models in the 64 series. The flash and geotagging capabilities on the 64sc allows you to scout routes, navigate different waypoints and automatically geotag locations. Using the camera’s light as a flashlight is another bonus that can’t be found in the other 64 series units. Built-in 8MP
camera with flash Automatic geotagging features and Comes with preloaded TOPO maps As with all the other 64 series models, the screen isn’t a touch screen 16-hour battery life isn’t sufficient for anything but day hikes 4GB internal memory might be insufficient for storage of photos and hike data Final thoughts Aside from topographical maps and
a camera, there isn’t a world of difference between the entry (64s) and top-range (64sc) GPSMAPS 64 range from Garmin. When it comes down to it, all three devices give you exactly what you need in terms of screen size and display. They feel the same and all work in the same way with only two main differences separating the entry model from the
top-of-the-line model. If you want to store more data on your device, the 64st is the way to go. If you need a device with a camera, the 64sc is obviously more suited to your needs. And if you need something basic that’ll get you from point A to point B when you’re venturing off the beaten track, the 64s is the perfect budget-friendly model in the 64
range for your needs. >> Magellan vs Garmin - Battle of the GPS Titans Is there anything better than exploring the great outdoors? How about exploring the great outdoors without getting lost? A good GPS is a lifesaver when it comes down to it. A GPS will let you explore without getting lost.Garmin has been a world leader in the GPS world for some
time, and have released some of the best GPS devices out there. Two such devices are the 64s and the 64st. Both are reliable devices, but which one should you choose? This detailed review brings you everything you need to know when you are comparing the devices so you can make an informed choice. Difference Between Garmin 64s and 64st
Garmin GPSMAP 64st, TOPO U.S. 100K with High-Sensitivity GPS and GLONASS Receiver Garmin GPSMAP 64s Worldwide with High-Sensitivity GPS and GLONASS Receiver 8.1 oz (230 g) with batteries 9.2 oz (260.1 g) with batteries Garmin GPSMAP 64st, TOPO U.S. 100K with High-Sensitivity GPS and GLONASS Receiver 8.1 oz (230 g) with
batteries Garmin GPSMAP 64s Worldwide with High-Sensitivity GPS and GLONASS Receiver 9.2 oz (260.1 g) with batteries Last update on 2022-03-31 / Affiliate links / Images from Amazon Product Advertising API Screen and Case A readable screen is integral to a GPS device. If you cannot read your map, then the device is next to useless. How do
these two devices fare? A good GPS needs a professional screen. Both of these devices have a 2.6-inch screen which will display your maps in full color. They are also covered with a transflective material to cut down on the glare from the sun. Map reading is easy with both devices. Both devices are completely waterproof. There is also the option to
add a case to either device to improve the grip and protection. Both devices weigh in at 8.1 ounces. The Helix antenna on both devices is the same and will pick up signals even when you have obstacles in the way. This is particularly important when you are in the mountains or heavily-wooded areas. Verdict: No difference between them Software and
Features GPS devices have moved forward so quickly in the past few years, that the devices are almost incomparable to the first devices which hit the market. A GPS with advanced features can be key in dominating the market. How do these two models hold up? Both models are able to access the BaseCamp software. This software allows both
devices to check and organize maps, create markers, map routes, and access other relevant mapping information. You can also connect both devices to your computer to access more data and share that data with the world (or just your friends). You can sync both devices to your smartphone if you wish to. This means that you can access messages
through your device. If you are out hiking and are using your Garmin, you do not need to also pull out your phone to see your messages. Both devices come with Geocaching software, but the 64st comes with 8GB of memory while the 64s comes with only 4GB of memory. The 64st also allows you to preselect maps depending on your physical location.
These maps are preloaded on the 64st. If you feel that you need more memory, then both devices will accept a micro-SD card. Both devices come with a year’s subscription to software which allows you to combine satellite maps with your Garmin maps. You also have the option of upgrading both devices to keep them relevant with the most current
maps and software. You can sync the devices with ANT along with any devices which use Bluetooth. Both devices also have an electronic compass, which compensates for tilting of the device. An altimeter and a barometer add to the information at your fingertips, alerting you to any changing weather conditions. Verdict: Advantage 64st (for the
memory capacity). Ease of Use When it comes to using a GPS device, ease of use is a big factor. Garmin are rock stars in the GPS world, but do their devices live up to this critical factor? There really is not much between these two models. When you load your maps to the screen, they are shown in incredible detail. If you were looking at the screens
alone, you would not know that you had two different GPS devices. The maps are crystal clear and extremely easy to read. This makes it easier to discern the lay of the land and identify routes. We also found that it was extremely easy to switch from the map to an overhead view of your position. This made it easy to find our positions in relation to the
route we wanted to take. One thing which is frustrating is the short battery life. If you have your device fully charged before you use it, you will have no problems, and you can always carry extra batteries if you feel that you are not going to have enough battery life. If you are low on battery, then the battery can be drained quickly by the powerful
functions. Each device has around 16 hours of battery life, which has never been a problem for us as we have always had the chance to recharge or replace the batteries between use. The included battery pack can be recharged while in the Garmin device or you can use AA batteries if the battery pack is drained. Be sure to buy spare Garmin
Rechargeable NiMH Battery. Verdict: Both devices are also extremely lightweight and small. They are perfectly formed to fit into any of your gear bags and will sit comfortably in your pocket. The Bottom Line There really is not much between these two devices, and they really are the same device with some upgrades on the 64st. When it comes down
to it, both devices will give you exactly what you need. They both have the same screen size and display, taking advantage of the same software internally. The maps and positioning technology is the same in both devices. They feel exactly the same and work exactly the same. There are only two main differences which may sway your choice. The 64st
has 8GB of memory compared to 4GB in the 64s. This is twice as much memory, which is a lot. If you want to store more information on your device, then the 64st is the way to go. The 64st also has the added benefit of having more pre-loaded maps. If you are using your device in the US or Canada, this is a real advantage. The Garmin 64s is slightly
cheaper. The choice is yours – more memory or fewer dollars. Last update on 2022-03-31 / Affiliate links / Images from Amazon Product Advertising API
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